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Verbiage:

The RASHA TRIAD is the only D.A.R.P.A-inspired, Nikola Tesla “Quantum Access 
Technology” available in the public sector! It is an authentic scalar-plasma-sound system 
designed to assist the biological, human organism to achieve stress release and relaxation 
in order to reclaim its innate ability to self-heal. This is achieved via harmonization of the 
autonomic nervous system, brain hemisphere synchronization, emotional trauma release 
and systematic chakra realignment. 

The RASHA TRIAD was created by Dr. Jere Rivera-Dugenio, Ph.D. and combines the 
brilliant technologies of Nikola Tesla, Antoine Priorie' and Dr. Royal Rife into one 
integrative quantum self-healthcare system. In addition, as per Prof. Dr. Konstantin Meyl’s 
published research and experiments in magnetic scalar waves being the communication 
language of the introns (potential DNA), our RASHA technology transmits vital information 
via the magnetic vector of the scalar field to the magnetic, major groove in between the 
double helix of our DNA. 

The RASHA TRIAD is controlled by one of the most advanced scalar and Rife frequency 
generating software technology, RASHA Base-12 Frequencies. When operated and 
activated via the software, selected frequencies (transverse waves) are transmitted through 
the dual scalar spiral coils that are then pulsed causing excitation of the proprietary 
customs gas blend in the plasma gas tube creating a powerful, magnetic scalar field. 
Plasma can transform transverse waves into longitudinal, scalar waves. Additionally, 
plasmas can also create phase 
conjugate waves or time-reversed waves. It is an authentic scalar-plasma-sound system 
designed to assist the biological, human organism to achieve stress release and relaxation 
in order to reclaim its innate ability to self-heal. This is achieved via harmonization of the 
autonomic nervous system, brain hemisphere synchronization, emotional trauma release 
and systematic chakra realignment. 



Benefits of RASHA TRIAD: 
- 3x faster RASHA sessions 
- 3x more powerful consciousness interface with the RASHA 
TRIAD 
- 3x more efficient, multidimensional experience 
- 3x stronger 360o spherical morphogenetic energy field for protection against 
electrosmog, geopathic stress, cosmic radiation and psychotronic attacks. 

Entry Level Explanation:  

The RASHA is a Quantum Access Technology that reprograms the DNA on a molecular 
level and focuses not only on the physiological aspect of one's being, but more 

importantly, to further enhance the whole healing process, the perpetual emotional, 
mental and spiritual aspects. This technology is simply giving your body (DNA) the 

information to heal itself. This is self empowered healing.  

Scalar energy is:  

●Electrical Energy = Energy Expanding (Oscillation - Fission) 
●Magnetic Energy = Energy Contracting (Vibration - Fusion)  
●Scalar Energy = Electromagnetic energy + Information = Conscious Energy 

When exposed to TRUE, (accessed) scalar energy, not only are you receiving the benefits 
of scalar alone, but it acts as our delivery system as it opens the door to the DNA allowing 

our Base-12 (perpetual-life based frequencies) to move through, and contact the troubled 
DNA more efficiently to revert it back to it's originally healthy blueprint or homeostasis.  

There are many accusations made as to what scalar energy is, as many people are under 

the assumption that it is created. When in actuality, it is accessed since it is the language 
in which our introns communicate, and the primordial substance of the universe. We are 

able to gain access to the true scalar field by the combination of our inert noble gases, 

and our Base-12, hand wrapped, Tesla coils. Once the device is ignited, the two 

components cause a reaction that allows access to the scalar field which emits about 12 ft 
in circumference.  



Base 10 vs Base-12:  

Base-10 Mathematics (Fibonocci Sequence - Flower of Life, Ying-Yang, Golden Mean Ratio)  

The base-10 mathematical algorithm explains the nature of what we are experiencing here in the 
third-dimensional realm and is applicable in the physical sense. Although this system is limited, and 
explains why our cells run out of energy (death process). This is due to the fact that the Fibonocci 
Sequence (Base-10 formula) is founded on addition, or what's known as the devouring system that 
consumes and recycles its content (energy/numbers), rather than expands it.  

 

Base-12 Mathematics (Source Spiral Sequence)  

Base-12, Eternal Life Mathematics is expressed as an infinite/never ending numerical sequence that 
is constantly oscillating, as it operates by the exponuntiation of 2 (expansion of energy). Being 
exposed to base-12 mathematics will re-encrypt your energy signature currently in place that is 
based on the limited finite-life, base-10 ratio, to eternal life, base-12 codes. Doing this will 
energetically allow you to reach multidimensional levels of consciousness to further develop higher 
sensory perceptions.  For instance, heightened intuition, remembrance, alleviation of emotional 
traumas, and not only manifestation but materialization. Once you are able to materialize what 
you are calling in, healing becomes a byproduct. We believe everyone holds the ability to heal 
themselves by reclaiming the original human potential. This is achieved by expansion of 
consciousness into higher vibrational realms. 



Safe Marketing Keywords:  

1. Stress Relief/Relaxation 
2. Chakra Harmonization/Clearing 
3. Weight Loss 
4. Muscle & Joint Pain/General Pain (Pain Release) 
5. Energy Boost/Chronic Fatigue 
6. Sleep Disorders 
7. Healing/Regeneration 
8. Detox 
9. Energy Healing (Source Spiral) 
10. Mind Expansion 
11. Depression 
12. Longevity 

Disclaimer:  

No Medical Claims are Expressed or Implied. 
These technologies are intended for experimental and research purposes 

only. All content on this site is informational and is not intended to 
substitute for Professional Medical, Surgical or Psychiatric Care


